Koolhoven F.K.52 Alliance1 resin kit
Biplane fighter/reconnaissance
Scale 1:72
The Koolhoven F.K.52, an escort fighter and reconnaissance airplane, has been developed in 1937 as a
replacement for the Fokker C.V D. The aircraft made
its first flight in February 1937. The aircraft was of
mixed construction, a steel tube fuselage and wooden
wings. The front of the fuselage was covered with meta sheeting, the top rear part with triplex and the remainder with linen, as was the wing. A prototype and
five aircraft have been produced.
The prototype was destroyed during a demonstration
flight for the Dutch air force (ML), killing the pilot and the observer, probably the reason why the Dutch never
ordered the plane, at least not with the designation F.K.52. An order was placed by the Spanish Republicans for
four aircraft, and development continued. The Pegasus engine was replaced by a Mercury engine, and the vertical tail plane changed to improve longitudinal stablity. The four F.K.52’s were never delivered to Spain, but the
Swedish count Cark Gustav Von Rosen bought the aircraft and intended to provide them to the Finnish to support them in their war with the Sovjet Union. At the outbreak of the Second World War in the Netherlands the
second prototype and one aircraft had been delivered to Finland; three other F.K.52’s had been packed in
transport cases ready for delivery and were destroyed by the German bombing of the Waalhaven airport in the
Koolhoven factory. The Dutch air force (ML) ordered I April 1940 16 improved aircraft with the designation
F.K.59, construction of which had already begun before. These aircraft have also been destroyed in the bombing.
The kit represents one of the Finnish aircraft. It has
been distributed by the Czech company Modelimex

and comes in a sturdy carton box. It contains the separately packed resin parts, a clear plastic vacuum
formed canopy, decals for the Finnish version and an
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instruction sheet. The instruction sheet contains a short description of the aircraft, an overview of the parts included in the kit, a number of exploded views and summary painting instructions for the KO-129 of the Finnish
Air Force in 1940 and in 1942 colours. I will also use the armament set by LS Models 2 to build the model.
Hooftman (ref. 1), Wesselink (ref. 2, 3 and 6) and Top (ref. 4) give the dimensions of the FK 52, while Wesselink (ref. 3) also shows a three-view drawing.
Span
Length
Height
Engine
Crew
Armament

Ref.
9.80 m
8.50 m
3.30 m
Bristol Mercury VIII 830 hp
2
2 MG, 1-2 movable MG

1:72
136.1 mm
118.1 mm
45.8 mm

model
135 mm
119 mm
48 mm

The scale of the kit is very good, better than most drawings available in literature and on the Internet.
I have not been able to find photographs of the cockpit interior (except one of the pilot’s instrument panel, included in the appendix), nor of the observer’s machine gun and its installation. On the Internet a colour side
view of the KO-129 (ref. 7) and a detailed three-view drawing of the aircraft (ref. 8), which I will use as reference for this project, could be found. It is remarkable that the description of the historical background of the
F.K.52 is quite often contradictory with the main hard copy references. Especially Wikipedia should be distrusted.
Preparing the parts
I have started to clean the parts, which are very well detailed, but
have much flash and left overs from the casting process. There are
also quite some tiny air bubbles in the parts, which will have to be
opened up and filled with putty. Alliance Models also uses a process
that firmly attaches the parts to a resin base. The part can only be
separated from it by sawing; the resin material is far to thick to remove with a knife or sanding. The advantage of this process is that
thin parts, like the wing struts, are not bent, as often is the case in
other resin kits. The disadvantage is, next to the tedious sawing and
sanding, that small parts are easily damaged, as happened to one of
the cabane struts. I have repaired that with some thick cyano-acrylate
glue, but when I tried to sand away the excess dried glue, it failed a
second time, which made me decide I would construct my own
struts. For the main inter-wing struts I will use 1.1 mm chord Strutz
brass streamline profile with fittings of 0.15 mm plastic sheet, and
for the cabane struts 0.7 mm chord profile. Another detail that got
destroyed in the part cleaning process was the small style of the tail
wheel, which I will reconstruct with a piece of brass wire.
The picture at the left shows the 25 resin
parts, the transparent and well detailed
canopy and the decal sheet with politically correct exploded view light blue
Finnish swastikas.
I will use the 1942 colour scheme of
KO-129. The KO-129 was painted on 23
September 1941 as follows: top olive
green FS 24096 and black FS 27038,
bottom light grey FS 26440 and fuselage
band and underside of both wing tips
(1/6th of the span) gloss yellow FS
13538 (data from Kari Stenman through
Ruud van Zoomeren). I will translate
that into Humbrol colours H116/H117
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50/50 with a drop of H163, H33, H129 and H24 respectively according to the colour conversion charts on of
IPMS Stockholm.
The set of weapons of Kora/LS Models 7294 for the Finnish F.K.52 contains
a Lewis machine gun, three additional ammunition drums, two large bombs
with their racks and a rack with four small bombs. One of the ammunition
drums broke in three pieces when removing it from the backing, but I managed to repair it.
Cockpit
The cockpit is modeled very simple, and in fact below standard. The instrument panel, rudder bar, control stick and pilot and observer seat are casted
together with the floor as one piece. During the sawing and sanding process I
did already manage to loose the stick, and the other
items deserve to be better modeled also. Ref. 3 contains a good picture of the pilot’s cockpit, which I
used as a reference for the new arrangement.
Apparently the instrument panel has three parts, and
not one, like the one in the kit. I have estimated that
the side panels make an angle of 30 degrees with the
centre panel. I have drawn the flat projection of the
panel in scale 1:36 below a print of the photograph,
indicated the place of the instruments in it, and computed the size of the dials in scale 1:72.
I have made a 50% reduced print and glued that with
paper glue on a sheet of 0,25 mm thick plastic, and
drilled holes in it with the indicated diameters. Next I
have cut the three parts from the plastic and made a
second copy without the holes. This will be painted
black and I will form the dials of the instruments by
scratching the
black paint partially away. I
have
painted
the panel itself
dark grey (Humbrol 125). The switches at the right hand side I have
modelled by small ends of 0.13 mm thick slivers of plastic sheet.
The cockpit floor is rather short and was slightly bent. To correct the
last, I have glued a piece of 2 mm thick plastic under the floor and as
I will remove the instrument panel, I have extended it to the front, and
also a bit to the rear, so I
will have room to place
some equipment there.
The place of the floor is
mark by an engraved line
on the inside of the right
fuselage halve; on the left
side there is no marking.
To reinforce the connection of floor to fuselage and to ensure a positive registration of the floor, I have glued two 1.0 x 0.75 mm plastic
strips on the sides. This way the floor and the equipment mounted on
it fits nicely in the fuselage.
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There are many handles visible on the picture of the instrument panel. At the left the throttle and other engine
controls and a large handle, of which I do not know the purpose. At the right a second set of handle, very similar to the throttle. Some controls will be for the flaps (if present; they are not mentioned in the references), some
for the brakes. And somewhere I will have to locate one or two wheels for the elevator and rudder trim control,
as well as a storage place for the maps. And I will replace the integrally moulded rudder bar with one individually modelled.
The rest of the cockpit furniture will be in the observers room: the machine gun and its support, a rack to store
the extra ammunition drums, a box for a camera, a radio rack, although I am not sure whether the Finnish
F.K.52 has been equipped with a radio, a storage place for maps and probably bomb aiming and release equipment.
An overview of most elements is shown in the picture.
Starting from the old instrument panel clockwise: the
modified cockpit floor with the new instrument panel,
the machine gun with the three spare ammunition
drums, assorted handles made of 0.4 and 0.25 mm
metal wire, tips thickened with cyanoacrylate glue,
housing for throttle and other handles from 0.13 mm
plastic sheet, control stick of 0.6 and 0.8 mm plastic
rod, camera box, radio panel, produced with the same
technique as the
instrument panel and two versions of the rudder bar. As I expect Koolhoven has used the same type of
pedals on the F.K.51 and the F.K.52, I will choose the open type for the
model. All equipment has been painted dark grey (Humbrol 125), as well
as the seats. The machine gun has been painted gun metal and black.
The picture at the left shows the assembled throttle handle units and the big control handle located at the left of
the pilot together with a one euro coin to illustrate the size.
Engine and propeller
On Internet I have found a picture of the Mercury engine, reproduced in the
appendix, which showed a black crankcase and valve rod casings and a twotone metal finish of the cylinders. I have painted the whole engine gun metal,
(Humbrol 53), the crack case black (Humbrol 85) and the top half of the cylinders silver (Humbrol 11). The valve rod casings I have modelled with
black painted 0.25 mm metal wire, glued in place with thin cyanoacrylate
glue. The “eyes” on the cylinder heads I have accentuated with a black fine
liner. The engine is not very detailed, but little will be visible,
once it has been mounted in the
fuselage.
The propeller blades and hub are provided as separate parts, and
must be glued together. To make the connection more solid I have
drilled 0.3 mm holes in the base of the blades and in the hub and
glued a piece of 0.25
mm metal wire in the
hole. The blades have
no clear sharp trailing edge, so I have carefully sanded the propeller assembly to achieve that. After fitting a 1.0 mm plastic rod as
propeller axle and a first coat of primer, I have repeated this process after to obtain a satisfactory result. On the black and white
pictures the propeller blades have a very dark colour with almost
white tips. No difference between front and rear side is visible. I
have assumed the propeller blades are black and that the tips are
yellow.
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Fuselage
The cockpit floor still needed some adjustment before it could fit nicely in the fuselage. Prior to gluing it in the
right half of the fuselage with thick cyano I have painted the (visible) inside of the fuselage halves light grey (Humbrol 127).
Next the fuselage tubing has been modelled. I have used small pieces of 0.5 x 0.25 mm strip for that, which I had painted dark grey before gluing it carefully with very little think cyano in the fuselage
halves. I have tried to follow the pattern engraved on the outside of
the fuselage.
I have mounted the remaining cockpit
equipment - rudder bar, control stick,
throttle, the big stick at the left, trim
wheel, seat belts (photo-etched copies
from my spare box), radio, camera box
and machine gun magazines - in place,
giving rudder bar and stick a slight deflection from the neutral, so I can give the
control surfaces a corresponding deflection later. After adjusting the engine diameter a bit, I could close the fuselage.
This did not go without difficulty, as the rear part of the fuselage was not straight. Also, the
height of the two fuselage halves
was not equal, so I needed two
turns of sanding and applying
putty.
I have carefully cut away the
excess parts of the glass canopy
with a pair of sharp scissors. The
plastic is in places very thin, so
it may not be possible to cut it
and mount it in an open position without risking tearing it. Anyhow,
it is not clear to me how to store the rear part of the cockpit in the
fuselage; I have not been able to find photographs showing this.
I have first painted the horizontal frame parts dark green and applied
the black camouflage scheme on it (confirmed by my Finnish
source) and then the vertical
frame parts. The picture
shows the canopy after applying the paint on the
edge.
Last thing to do was to
mount the inlet under the
engine cowling. I have hollowed the front by making small holes with
increasing drill bit diameters up to 0.9 mm and I have painted the front
side of the cowling bronze, as it shows a different shade of grey on the
photographs (analogue to the painting instructions that came with an
earlier model of a Fokker C.X that I have built).
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Wings and tail surfaces
The wings had many air bubbles, which I have opened up and filled
with thin putty. After a first layer of primer and a sanding round I
have removed the ailerons from the wings.
To improve the connection of the lower wing halves and of the tail
surfaces to the fuselage I have inserted pins made of 0.4 mm brass
wire in them. I have made the corresponding holes in the fuselage by
dipping the pins in black paint and stenciling the correct location on
the fuselage, after which I could drill the holes.
When fitting the wings to
the fuselage quite a gap
appeared when the leading edge was correctly aligned. I have preferred to fill up the gap with thick cyanoacrylate glue and putty
above sanding part of the wing- fuselage interface away.
As I had decided to build new wing Nstruts, I needed a side view with the correct dimensions. As explained in the
appendix all three view drawings that I
could find showed too short a fuselage,
when setting the span to the correct value. So I have graphically “lengthened”
the fuselage in the side view of the
drawing of ref. 8. Still also gave the best
fitting value for the height of the model.
When I fitted the original N-strut on
the drawing it appeared to be a bit to
short, but angles and distance between the parallel struts were correct.
I have covered the surface of the
drawing with shiny sellotape, which
will prevent the cyano glue to stick to
the drawing, when gluing the struts
together. For the middle strut I have
used Strutz brass streamline profile
of 1.2 mm chord and 0.75 mm thick,
for the parallel struts profile of 1 mm chord and 0.65 mm thick.
The fittings attaching the struts to the upper and lower wing I have
produced from a strip of 0.13 mm plastic sheet. I have glued them to
the profiles with thick cyanoacrylate glue. The result was a N-strut
far better in proportion than the ones in the kit, as illustrated in the
pictures below. I have filled the space between the plastic fittings
with Vallejo putty and have secured the connection by dipping each
of the tips in thin cyano glue.

I have filled up the space between the fitting profiles with putty and
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covered them with a layer of thin cyano glue and I have glued a length of 0.25 mm metal wire in the lower joint
of the N-strut. This serves the double purpose of remembering their correct position and of providing a hold
when painting the N-struts. When the glue was dry the struts have been finished with a layer of primer and finally a layer of the green 50/50 H116/H117 paint mixture.
The dimensions of the cabane N-struts in the kit were not correct;
the distance between the two vertical legs did not match the distance
between the markings on the lower side of the upper wing and the
height was too small compared to the from view of the drawing. Also the struts in the kit were rather crude. So I have produced new
struts from 0.7 mm plastic rod by means of a rig of the correct dimensions cut out in a
piece of plastic sheet. I
have reinforced the joints
of the struts with thick
cyanoacrylate glue.
The top surface of the fuselage and the lower wing have been painted green, following the pattern given in the instruction sheet, and the
lower surfaces light grey. The F.K.52 has only rigging lines between
the vertical members of the N-struts and the rear cabane strut, respectively the wing root. These double rigging wires are not running
parallel, as generally is the case, but the landing wires start at one
single point at the rear cabane strut, diverging to the width of the
vertical member of the N-strut, and the lift wire has a similar diverging configuration (narrower at the fuselage than at the strut). When I
was marking the location of the N struts and the rigging wires, I noticed that the moulded location of the left N-strut was 2 mm off from
that of the right strut. Both should be at 22.5 mm from the tip. So I
had to fill the wrong location up with putty. I have marked the new
locations with a shallow 1 mm diameter hole.
After sanding the putty I have given the upper surface of fuselage
and lower wing a second coat of green. And the lower surface of the
upper wing a second layer of grey, except for the part outside the location of the N-struts, which will be painted yellow. When the green
had dried I have copied the camouflage pattern from the instruction
sheet with black pencil, and have started to apply it in black paint.
I have also drilled two 1 mm holes in the leading edge of the upper
wing on the place where the machine guns should come (opposite the
engraved hatches in the upper surface). The machine guns themselves
are made from 0.8 mm plastic rod, in which I have drilled a 0.4 mm
hole.
Elevator trim surfaces have been engraved and the trim surface of
the rudder has been simulated with a 0.13 mm thick piece of plastic
sheet. I have also drilled 0.3
mm skewed holes at the place
where the rudder control cables leave the rear fuselage.
The elevator halves have only
control horns at the underside.
This implies that they were actuated by a push-pull rod.
As this phase I have also painted the underside of the wing tips and the band around the rear part of the fuselage
yellow (Humbrol 154), as I want to apply the fuselage decals and finish before assembling the upper wing. The
yellow paint does not cover too well, so three layers of paint were needed.
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The registration decal for this paint scheme of the F.K.52 is special:
the black characters are partly light blue to distinguish them from the
black camouflage stripes. I have made a scan of the decal and have
used the copy to check whether it fits with my hand drawn pattern,
which resulted in some minor corrections of the black area. The
copy also serves as a starting point for newly printed decals, if the
original decals (printed in 1999) appear not to be useable any more. I
will use the purely black
decals, which are not
needed for the camouflaged version, to test the
condition of the decals
and their compatibility
with enamel varnish. The
test results are shown in
the picture at the right.
When applying the “KO” decal it disintegrated quite easily, but luckily the decal is compatible with enamel varnish, as shown by the “129”. So I have covered the decal sheet with a layer of gloss varnish
(Humbrol 35). I have also coated the fuselage and the top surface of the lower wing with gloss varnish to prepare for the application of the decals.
It took more than 15 minutes, even when dipping the decals in hot
water, before I could slide them from the backing paper, after having
split and pealed half of the backing paper off to speed up the process. Also, the decal was very thin and flipped easily over. In one
instance, as shown in the picture with the “9” I could hardly correct
that. So to prevent further problems I have given the remaining decals a second coat of varnish. When the decals had dried well, I have
coated the model with satin varnish (Humbrol 135). Now it is ready
for the assembly of the upper wing.
I have placed the model in the Aeroclub Models biplane assembly
jig, manly to have a solid base when gluing the wing N-struts in
place. As usual, I have protected the wing with tape to prevent damage to the paint by the sharp edges of the jig.
When dry fitting the N-struts the location of the superficial holes,
which I had drilled in the upper surface of the lower wing to improve
the adherence of the glue at the engraved strut locations, did not
match the strut dimensions. I repaired that by filling the holes with
thin slivers of 0.9 mm plastic rod, painting that carefully green with
my smallest paint brush and applying drop of satin varnish. The repair is hardly visible. And luckily the holes in the underside of the
upper wing fitted well with the N-struts.
The jig has not been used to position the upper wing and the Nstruts. I have fixed the N-struts vertically “on the eye” with thick cyanoacrylate glue, while checking their position with the holes in the
upper wing. When the
glue had set I have glued
the upper wing, again
with thick cyano. Here
there appeared a small
difference in length of
some tenths of a millimetre between the N-struts,
so it rested only on three
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struts. I have solved that by carefully applying some extra thick glue. All joints between struts and wings have
been secured with tiny drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue, applied with
a thin metal wire. The picture at the right shows the model in the jig
with dry-fitted canopy and propeller.
When the glue had well dried, I have removed the model from the
jig and have mounted the cabane N-struts. First they have been dryfitted and adjusted to fit well on the fuselage. They have been glued
at the top with thick cyanoacrylate in the superficial holes in the underside of the upper wing
and on the fuselage with
thin cyano, dropped onto
the joint.
After removal of the protective tape I have opened up the 0.3 mm
holes for the rigging wires, made from 0.06 mm fishing line, that I
have painted silver this time to contrast better against the dark camouflage scheme. Rigging has been started by feeding the double lift
wires through the holes in the top wing and inserting them in the
holes in the wing root, gluing them there with a drop of thin cyano,
applied with a metal wire. When the glue had set I have tensioned
these wires with a piece of tape.
Next I have fed the double landing wires of the right wing through their respective holes (one hole in the upper wing
and two holes in the lower wing), making
sure they passed in between the two lift
wires, and secured these also with a piece
of tape. I have also inserted the return cable for the aileron control in the holes behind the rear wing strut.
I have repeated this process for the left
wing. Note that I have kept the yellow
wing tips free from fishing line and tape,
as I did not want to damage the paint.
When all rigging wires had been placed I have secured them with
thin drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue, again taking care not to damage
the yellow areas. I have left the model overnight to dry well.
The next day I have removed the excess glue and fishing line with a
sharp scalpel as close to
the wing surface as possible and have sanded the glue spots with 1200 grade waterproof
sandpaper until only the black spots of the fishing line were visible
at the wing surface. To complete the operation the top surface of the
upper wing has been painted green and the under surface of the lower wing between the two
yellow wing tips and the
panel line at the wing root
grey.
When the paint had well dried I have drawn the camouflage pattern
with soft pencil on the upper wing and painted that black. I have also
painted the ailerons, elevator halves and rudder in the corresponding
pattern. The tips of the under surface of the ailerons have been given
a matching coat of yellow. Next the top surface of the upper wing
and the under surface of the lower wing have been given a coat of
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gloss varnish as a preparation for the application of the wing decals. The control surfaces have received directly
a coat of satin varnish at the side where no decal had to be applied; the other side has also received a coat of
gloss varnish.
I have bought a replacement for the
Finnish national insignia decals, a sheet
by Gal Decal with enough of them to
take me through years of modelling.
When comparing the shade of blue of
the original decals with that of the new
ones, there was quite some difference,
so I have decided to apply also new decals to the fuselage. As that had already
got his satin varnish, I have applied
some gloss varnish locally.
Before applying the decals to the wings
I have cut them at the location of the aileron hinges. The decals adhered very
well to the varnished surface; it took quite some effort (and water) to
adjust their position. I have applied the part of the decals on the ailerons carefully, correcting their position to achieve a good correspondence with the part on the wing. The decals have been given an
ample dose of Microscale Set to avoid silvering. When they had
dried well I have sealed them by with a layer of satin varnish, also
locally on the fuselage following the contour of the camouflage pattern to avoid the edge of the painted surface to show up.
Undercarriage
Part of the tail wheel was missing, so with
the help of the three-view drawing I have
reconstructed the suspension from scrap
pieces of plastic. The tail wheel support
structure has been painted light grey, the
tire black
I have painted the main landing gear struts light
grey, as well as the wheel hubs, and the brake tubing
along the leg dark grey. I have glued a small end of
brass wire in the top of the legs to reinforce the connection with the fuselage.
After application of the decals to the model I have
glued the undercarriage legs in place with thick cyanoacrylate. The brass wire made
the attachment and adjustment of their position quite easy.
To attach the tail wheel I have drilled a
one millimeter diameter hole in the end of the fuselage under the correct angle from the vertical. Although I have done that very carefully
increasing the size of the drill bits in three steps from 0.4 mm to 1.0
mm, this did not prevent the fuselage joint to split. However, the
crack is not visible when inserting the tail wheel in the hole, and I
thrust that the thin cyanoacrylate glue, which I have used to fix the
wheel, to seal the crack also.
I have flattened the underside of the wheels a bit to simulate the
weight of the aircraft and glued them on the stubs of the landing gear
legs. I had to increase the diameter of hole in the wheels a bit to 1.1
mm to fit the wheel well on the stub axles. I also applied some thin
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cyanoacrylate glue on the joints between legs and fuselage as the model was slightly jumpy on its legs; a good
imitation of reality, but less good for a (resin) model.
When checking the attitude of the model later the right wing appeared to be
2 mm higher than the left wing, so I have sanded a bit more from the right
wheel lower side to get the wing horizontal.
Final assembly
The model still has to be completed with some details. First I have
mounted the ailerons. I have glued each aileron with a drop thick cyano at the place of each of the three hinges, adjusting their position
to reflect the position of the control stick, which indicates a left hand
roll and fixing them temporarily with a piece of tape.
The hinges of the ailerons of the
F.K.52 are quite pronounced, as
shown in the picture at the left.
This was not represented at all on
the model. I have modeled them
by halve 3 mm diameter rounds
cut with a punch from 0.5 mm
plastic sheet. The “smaller”
halves I have used for the ailerons
deflected downwards, the larger
ones for those deflected upwards.
The hinges have been glued with
thin cyanoacrylate glue and painted light grey as all lower surfaces.
Next I have placed the control cables between upper and lower ailerons in the same way as the rigging: silver
painted 0.06 mm fishing line in 0.3 mm holes, tensioned with tape and glued
with thin cyano. Gluing the fishing line to the wing surface and cutting away
the remaining glue had to be done very carefully, as I had finished the ailerons already with decals and satin varnish. In hindsight it would have been
better to wait with that until the control cables had been applied as sanding
the surface was now virtually impossible; I have removed all glue with a
new, sharp knife blade. The two
black spots in the grey area of
the ailerons just next to the yellow tips, the remains of the
fishing line, I have corrected
with a minimum amount of
paint applied with a sharpened
toothpick.
I have painted the bomb
racks dark grey (Humbrol
125) and the bombs dark
green (Humbrol xxx). The
racks have been glued
with thin cyano at the approximate location of the
wing spars and fuselage
frames. The bombs have
been glued in place according to the instructions of Kora models.
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Next I have glued the rudder and elevator to the tail surfaces with thick cyano acrylate, fixing the elevators in a slightly down position and the rudder
in a neutral position with a bit of tape, agreeing with the position of control
stick and rudder bar. In doing so I noticed
that I had to cut a piece from the right elevator half to make it fit with the horizontal
tail plane, and consequently the other elevator halve was a bit too short. Apparently
the engravings of the elevator halves had
not been symmetrical, and I had not
checked that before painting them, and
thus defining right and left elevator half.
This has been repaired by gluing a sliver
of 0.5 mm plastic sheet to the left elevator
half.
I have also glued the PE control horns in
place: two for the rudder control cables,
two for the elevator trim push-pull rods
and one for the rudder push-pull rod.
Before finishing the tail I have glued the
navigation lights on the upper wing tips
and the vertical tail. I have made these
from sesame seeds cut in half and painted
red and green.
The push-pull rods for the trims I have
produced from 0.25 mm metal wire painted dark green for the one on the rudder
and light grey for the two on the elevator
halves. Next I have glued the rudder control cables made from 0.06 mm black
painted fishing line in the 0.3 mm holes I
had drilled before hand in the fuselage. I
have chosen black because it is better visible against the light grey background.
When the glue was dry, I have glued the
fishing line to the control horns, tensioning it with a piece of tape and finally I have cut the excess length off with a
new knife blade.
The last thing I have done in the tail area is to glue a piece of black fishing
line between the tail wheel and the underside of the fuselage. This appears on
all pictures and drawings and it is too thin to be a bar. I do not know what the
function is, but may be it serves to keep the tail wheel in a neutral position.
Next thing to finish off was the application of the rigging line stabilization
rods at the crossing of the rigging lines. I have used very small pieces of 0.25
mm metal wire for that, left in the natural silver finish, glued with thin cyano
to the rigging lines. On the picture the navigation light is too much emphasized; I will have to dull the colours a bit.
The antenna wires I have made from 0.06 and 0.08 mm black painted fishing line. The wires run from the a short mast behind the cockpit to the top of the vertical tail plane and from there to the left wing
upper surface. On the photographs it cannot be seen how it is attached there, but it there should be a short mast also, as otherwise the
wire will touch the aileron when it deflects upwards. I have made the
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masts from 0.25 mm metal wire. I have also treated the navigation lights with some
very diluted black paint, so the lights do not show up that much any more/
As a finishing touch I have put some drops of thick cyanoacrylate glue on the antenna wire close to the attachment point at
the masts and the tail, painted white to simulate the electrical
insulators.
A pitot tube is attached to the left wing N-strut. I have produced it from a small piece of 0.5 mm plastic sheet and a piece
of 0.25 mm metal wire.
Before closing the canopy the machine gun has to be mounted
in the observer’s cockpit. I have not found pictures showing
how this was done. Wikipedia states that the Finnish F.K.52
carried a Lahti L-32/33 7.62 mm machine gun. I have found on the Internet 3 the picture shown at
the left. It shows a very simple support, only an adjustable, telescopic pole with several hinges.
With a closed canopy the pole cannot stay upright, so it just have a hinge to lie it down on the
floor of the observer’s cockpit or to attach it somewhere to the
wall. On the model the only possible position is on the floor
with the barrel pointing in the flight direction, certainly when
the gun butt is be maintained 4.
As I was not very satisfied with this solution, I have modified the machine gun by
cutting of the butt, and by adding two handles at the rear end of the gun and I have
also added a PE gun sight from my scrap box. The support I have shortened by half, added a small lever to adjust the height and a
hinge (0.25 mm metal
wire) to connect it to a
circular foot plate (a 3
mm diameter bit of
0.5 mm plastic sheet). This way it can be positioned in virtually any position
without taking too much room. The picture at the left shows the machine
gun folded nicely away in the rear part of the observer’s cockpit. I have
fixed it in position with some drops of glue to prevent losing it somewhere
in the fuselage.
I have glued the canopy with white glue to the fuselage. I fitted very well, and the glasswork is very
clear, so the cockpit interior is well visible.
The last thing to do was the gun sight, visible in a
number of photographs of the Finnish F.K.52. I have
produced the bar gun sight front
0.4 mm brass wire and the legs
and aiming aid from 0.25 mm
metal wire, and glued the pieces
together with thin cyano. I have
cut the two legs
carefully bit by bit
until the correct
length, as the top of the fuselage before the windscreen is not horizontal, but
curves downward. I have glued it in place with thick cyanoacrylate glue.
Finally I have retouched all shiny glue spots on the model with satin varnish. Below some pictures of the finished model are shown.
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Appendix

Photographs and drawings of the F.K.52

All pictures and drawings of the F.K.52 have been taken from the references.

[Source: Ruud van Zoomeren]
[Source: Top, ref. 4]

[Source: Top, ref. 4]

[Source: Wesselink, ref. 3]

[Source: Wesselink, ref. 3]

[Source: Wesselink, ref. 3]
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[Source: Wesselink, ref. 3; side view top: prototype, side view bottom: series. The height of the aircraft is a bit too large (49 mm
compared to 45.8 mm in 1:72 scale]

[Source: Wesselink, ref. 3]

[Source: Wesselink, ref. 6]

[Source: Wesselink, ref. 3]
[Source: Wesselink, ref. 6]

[Source: Wesselink, ref. 3]

[Source: http://wp.scn.ru; the height in this side view is not proportional: 48 mm in stead of 45.8 mm in 1:72 scale]
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Scale 1:72
Note that the fuselage length in this
drawing is not to scale; it measures 102
mm in stead of 118 mm. Span and height
are correct.
[Source: http://www.airwar.ru;]
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At the left a copy of the
side view in the drawing
reproduced above with
the length scaled to 118
mm is shown, the height
has been kept unchanged.
Proportions lengthwise
correspond to those in
the drawing taken from
http://wp.scn.ru and the
drawing taken from ref.
3. The comparison of the
side views scaled to
length is shown below.
Note that the main differences remaining are in
the height of the fuselage
itself and of the fin.

1

Web address of kit producer unknown, web address importer www.modelimex.com

2

www.lfmodels.com

3

http://forum.axishistory.com/viewtopic.php?f=71&t=175846)

4

LF Models, where I had ordered the resin weapons set, informed me, that the machine gun was stowed along one of the cockpit wall
when the cockpit was closed, and was put at the rear end of the cockpit after opening the cockpit in flight. This would leave the observer, however, with a very limited usable firing field.
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